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A comprehensive study of fully frequency-resolved nonlinear kinetic energy transfer has been performed
for the first time in a diverted tokamak, providing new insight into the parametric dependences of edge
turbulence transitions. Measurements using gas puff imaging in the turbulent L-mode state illuminate the
source of the long known but as yet unexplained “favorable-unfavorable” geometric asymmetry of the
power threshold for transition to the turbulence-suppressedH mode. Results from the recently discovered I
mode point to a competition between zonal flow (ZF) and geodesic-acoustic modes (GAM) for turbulent
energy, while showing new evidence that the I-to-H transition is still dominated by ZFs. The availability of
nonlinear drive for the GAM against net heat flux through the edge corresponds very well to empirical
scalings found experimentally for accessing the I mode.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.105003
Turbulent systems are often prone to dynamic changes
that can be best described as bifurcations. Examples
include the transition to turbulence [1,2], as well as
transitions in plasma turbulence [3,4]. In such phase
transitions, global structure must be described simultane-
ously with turbulence. This study is aimed at the analysis of
self-organization in turbulent flows and at the dependence
of the type of transitions on flow-turbulence interactions.
In particular, tokamak plasma turbulence is examined in
terms of energetic exchanges leading to various transition
phenomena.
From a turbulence science perspective, the greatest
significance of discovering the high confinement (H
mode) regime [3] of tokamak operation was the insight
that confinement states exist. As heat and mass transport
across the confining magnetic field is dominated by
turbulence, confinement regimes correspond to states of
turbulence. Since then, a number of “intermediate”
regimes have also been discovered, such as the limit-
cycle oscillating (LCO) regime [5,6], and the I mode
[7,8]. It is known empirically that the H mode develops
from low-confinement (L mode) when the heating power
exceeds a threshold. To date, no predictive theory has
been developed comprehensively to model what param-
eters determine this threshold. Its widely referenced
scaling [9] also neglects some key interrelations which
experiments of the past few decades indicated, such as
those with plasma rotation [10,11], material of the first
wall [12], main species isotope [13], etc.
One of the largest effects among these is that of the up-
down asymmetry of single-null diverted magnetic configu-
rations [14]. The power threshold in an equilibrium in
which the ion grad-B drift points toward the null of the
poloidal field (X point; see Fig. 1 for a typical cross section)
is approximately half as high as in the opposite case, i.e.,
with B ×∇B away from the X point; hence, the former
geometry is known as “favorable” and the latter as
“unfavorable.” Despite its broad reproducibility and impor-
tance for turbulence physics as well as reactor operation,
the cause of this asymmetry has proven elusive for the past
few decades.
This Letter reports on the first comprehensive exper-
imental study directly to address the nonlinear physics in
the “favorable-unfavorable” asymmetry in strongly heated
“favorable geometry”
“unfavorable geometry”
B
B
B B×
B B×
FIG. 1. Cross section of the Alcator C-Mod with a lower-single-
null (LSN) equilibrium; the thick (red) line represents the LCFS.
Locations of the gas-puff nozzle and GPI views are indicated on
the right.
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plasmas leading all the way to the transition into the H
mode. Frequency-resolved transfer rates of kinetic energy
are calculated from gas-puff imaging (GPI) [15,16] mea-
surements. They are compared and distinguished between
L-mode plasmas withB × ∇B toward and away from the X
point, and contrasted against the I mode. Results point
out the importance of flow-turbulence nonlinearities in
understanding confinement regimes.
One remarkable feature of the favorable-unfavorable
asymmetry is the difference in the intermediate regimes
to which each configuration can lead. LCO regimes
typically occur in the favorable geometry with heating
power just below the threshold. Conversely, the I mode is
most easily accessed with an unfavorable grad-B drift,
which does not lend itself to LCO. In contrast to LCO, the I
mode is a stationary regime, characterized by a separation
between heat and mass transport such that it forms a
thermal transport barrier while providing little or no barrier
to either main ion or impurity particles above the L-mode
level. Beyond exciting questions about the underlying
statistical physics, this renders the regime highly reactor
relevant, since the resulting temperature and confinement
can be as high as in the H mode, without impurity
accumulation or the excess heat load of edge localized
mode (ELM) eruptions. Its edge fluctuations are instead
characterized by the “weakly coherent mode” (WCM) and
concomitant geodesic acoustic modes (GAM) [17].
Experiments in multiple devices have shown the two to
be nonlinearly coupled [18,19] and contemporaneous with
the I mode. The window between the L and H mode in
which I modes can be accessed is as interesting from a
turbulence perspective as it is crucial for exploiting this
extremely attractive regime for fusion.
Studies of the LCO yielded instrumental evidence for the
role of zonal flows [20] in L-H transitions [6]. Zonal flows
(ZF) and GAMs are both linearly stable, axisymmetric,
radially sheared E × B flows, driven nonlinearly by turbu-
lence, which thus loses power, and if sufficiently strong this
quenching enhances confinement. Hence the limit cycles
between the L and H mode have been shown to exhibit
predator-prey oscillations. While the ZFs are quasi-zero-
frequency modes, GAMs are a finite frequency branch, but
otherwise their drive processes may be studied similarly. The
specific form of the nonlinearities studied can be understood
by considering some topical results about the L-H transition.
Figure 2 shows representative histories of some key quan-
tities measured in experiments which recently [21–23]
demonstrated the Reynolds-stress-mediated nonlinear trans-
fer as the trigger to L-H transitions. In the first two panels,
the most conventional indicators of the transition, namely,
the sudden drop in Balmer-α emission, signifying the
decreased plasma-wall interaction, and the increase in
electron density at the formation of the pedestal mark the
time by which the transition is complete. The sequence
of the transition is led by a sharp peak in the term
P ¼ h ~vθ ~vri∂rhvθi, which represents the transfer from tur-
bulence to large-scale flows, gained from the convective
derivative in a Reynolds decomposition. In the expression
above, vθ and vr are the plasma velocities in the poloidal
and radial direction, respectively, both perpendicular to the
magnetic field v2
⊥
¼ v2r þ v
2
θ. The critical transfer value at
which turbulence is quenched is determined from the
balance between P and the effective turbulence drive
γeffh~v
2
⊥
i as RT ¼ P=γeffh~v
2
⊥
i ¼ 1, where estimates of γeff
from the steady L mode using balance to P [23], and from
turbulence recovery [24] show a close match. In accordance
with that expectation, Fig. 2(c) shows that turbulence
drops and the zonal flow accelerates as RT exceeds unity.
Previous experiments [23] further established that this
transfer is localized in a narrow radial band inside the
last closed flux surface (LCFS). Therefore, all analysis
presented here concentrates on the region of transfer,
rLCFS − r ≈ 7 mm.
Having identified the trigger for the transition as an
instance of energy transfer, a predictive model requires
understanding of how nonlinearities scale up to where
they can overcome flow damping. While P is a reasonable
measure for a large and explosive transient, stationary
nonlinearities are better studied via bispectra. A Fourier
transformation of the convective nonlinearity leads to the
following expression of net kinetic energy transfer into
“target” frequency f,
TvðfÞ ¼
XfN
f1¼−fN
Tvðf1; fÞ ¼ −
XfN
f1¼−fN
Rehv¯θfv
r
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FIG. 2. Key quantities in L-H transitions; (a) Dα brightness
(A.U.), (b) line-average electron density, (c) turbulent kinetic
energy, (d) zonal flow, (e) normalized nonlinear turbulence
damping. The first vertical line marks RT > 1, the second one
marks the Dα drop and the pedestal formation.
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In the above, h:i is an average over realizations—in this
case 2 ms each—which can run over either ensembles or
time; error can be reduced by measuring in a long stationary
discharge. In addition, the decomposition into “source”
frequencies (f1) in the 2D cross-bispectral form Tvðf1; fÞ
in Eq. (1) can determine which frequencies participate in
driving certain fluctuations. The preference for this (vθ, vr)
cross bispectrum over bicoherence has been established in
earlier works [25] for its sensitivity to the direction of
transfer: with the sign convention of Eq. (1), a positive
(negative) value means that fluctuations of that target scale
are experiencing a net energy gain (loss). While previous
studies [26] have validated the approach, they were not able
(i) to study plasmas with heating reaching the H mode or
any intermediate regimes, (ii) to compare favorable and
unfavorable geometries, (iii) to examine a reactor-relevant
range of magnetic field and plasma density—which the
present work makes its explicit focus.
Experiments were carried out on the Alcator C-Mod
tokamak [27] (major radius R ¼ 0.67 m, typical minor
radius a ¼ 0.21 m) with a lower-single-null plasma shape
at various currents (Bϕ ¼ 5.4 T, Ip ¼ 0.8–1.2 MA). The
reversal of the grad-B drift was achieved by reversing both
the toroidal field and the plasma current between sets of
experiments (i.e., not dynamically in the same shot).
Auxiliary heating was provided by ion-cyclotron resonance
heating (ICRH) with a maximum power ofPrf ¼ 3.75 MW.
Density fluctuations were recorded via GPI viewing the HeI
ð33D → 23PÞ λ ¼ 587.6 nmemission from a local puff. GPI
channels image an area of 3.5 ðradialÞ × 3.9 cm ðverticalÞ,
spanning the LCFS ð0.95 < ψn < 1.1Þ, with an in-focus
spot size of 3.8 mm, located at the most turbulent low-field-
side midplane of the tokamak, as shown in Fig. 1. Views are
coupled to avalanche photodiodes sampled at 2 MHz.
The time-resolved velocity fields vr and vθ required for
the calculation of the cross bispectra in Eq. (1) can be
obtained from radially and vertically separated views via
well-tested velocimetry techniques [23]. Because of the
complexity of the spectra in the I mode, fluctuation signals
are also filtered to include only kθ < 0 before performing
velocimetry, with a sign convention that puts the
frequency–wave-number combination f > 0, kθ < 0 in
the electron-diamagnetic flow direction. This is motivated
by recent measurements showing the lab frame velocity
of the WCM’s central frequency to be a fair proxy for the
local E × B [19,28]. Details of this correspondence and of
directionally filtered velocimetry will be elaborated in a
follow-up publication. Here we note that an effective
Nyquist frequency of 50 kHz is achieved. Both ZF and
GAM are primarily vθ modes, separated by their frequency
ranges: as illustrated in Fig. 3(a), where they are below ∼3
(ZF) and at ∼20 kHz (GAM). Spectra of poloidal velocity
fluctuations are shown here for the I mode as well as the L
mode. As has been recorded, GAMs are unique to the I
mode in C-Mod; i.e., they do not appear in L-mode
operation. It is worth noting that the upshift of GAM
frequency in the strongly heated discharge is consistent
with the mode’s frequency dependence fGAM ¼ cs=2piR ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te=mi
p
=2piR on temperature.
To investigate the dependences of TvðfÞ, methodical
scans of the heating power were performed. The results of
these investigations can be summarized in a single graph
shown in Fig. 4. For ease of reference, we first turn our
attention to the L mode, i.e., heating below favorable L-H,
and the unfavorable L-I transitions, represented in
Fig. 4 (left) of the first (red) and second (green) shaded
bands, respectively. The L-H threshold is known to depend
on plasma density. Measurements of the nonlinear
transfer are, therefore, restricted here to a narrow range
of n¯e ¼ 1.7 0.15 × 10
20 m−3. Several models describe
ion convected heat flux as dominant in the self-organization
of zonal flows. Data are, therefore, organized against the
net power flowing across the LCFS, Pnet ¼ Poh þ
Pabsrf − dW=dt − Prad, where Poh is the Ohmic heat gen-
erated by the plasma current, Pabsrf is the absorbed ICRH,
estimated at 80% of coupled power,W is the stored energy,
held steady in experiments and Prad is the total radiated
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FIG. 3. (a) Poloidal velocity spectra from the favorable L-mode
(blue) and two unfavorable I-mode discharges (red). Dashed
(solid) lines represent the lower (higher) heating power cases.
Note the lack of GAM in the L-mode spectrum.
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FIG. 4. Nonlinear energy transfer measured from stationary
discharges, against net heat flux Pnet. Shades of red represent
energy transfer into zonal flows in favorable, gray squares and
diamonds represent that in unfavorable L-mode and I-mode
plasmas, respectively. Solid (green) circles represent transfer
into GAM.
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power from the plasma core. The transfer rate is normalized
to the velocity fluctuation power to yield an effective
nonlinear growth rate γNL ¼ Tv=h ~v
2
⊥
i. The normalization
provides for a more direct comparison with RT quoted in
previous work. Results of the power scan confirm that the
rates of ZF drive (squares in Fig. 4) show a monotonic,
approximately linear increase against Pnet up to the L-H
transition. Moreover, there is a striking difference between
the two geometries, with the “favorable” geometry deliv-
ering a larger amount of ZF drive for the same heat flux, as
well as a significantly faster increase against Pnet. The
largest spectral transfer, at γNL ¼ 2.5 × 10
5 s−1, measured
just below the L-H threshold, corresponds well to the
critical growth rates measured in direct L-H transitions
[23]. Furthermore, since both transfer rate curves can be
approximated as linear, γNL in the unfavorable direction can
be extrapolated to stronger heating. It is striking that the
extrapolation for the unfavorable geometry reaches the
same critical rate at the net power for which the I-H
transition is typically observed. This is consistent with the
observation that a reversal in B ×∇B in the L mode does
not seem significantly to alter the turbulence power or
typical scales of turbulence; thus the effective growth time
scale γeff is expected to be the same in both cases, evidence
to this is shown in the follow-up to this Letter.
At the studied toroidal field and plasma density, the L-I
transition takes place at a net power slightly above the
favorable L-H transition. A notable difference between the
low and high Pnet regions in Fig. 4 is the presence of
GAM above Pnet ≈ 1.8 MW, with measurements of
TvðfGAMÞ plotted as circles. In a previous study [18], the
approximate GAM drivewas shown to exceed the neoclassi-
cally predicted [29] damping rate, γdamp ¼ 4νii=ð7qÞ, at the
L-I transition as the temperature grew and thus the collision
frequency νiiwas reduced.OnceGAMare present, theGAM
drive increases rapidly with Pnet, with γNLðfGAMÞ growing
comparable to γNLðfZFÞ. Note that the nonlinear transfer into
ZF is still measurable in the I mode, albeit with increased
errors. Measurements are still tracking, within uncertainties,
the extrapolation from theLmode, and reach the same value
of critical transfer rate near theH-mode transition. Errors are
calculated based on the length of the segment of data used for
evaluating Tv, and convergence has been confirmed for all
data plotted in Fig. 4 as in Ref. [23]. Since Tv at the GAM
frequency converges faster than Tv for the ZF, not all GAM
measurement points have a corresponding ZF evaluation.
The trend measured in this regime corroborates previous
observations [26] of a monotonic, increasing trend of ZF
drive with GAM drive shown to peak and decrease against
heating. In contrast to Ref. [26], no evidence points to a
competition between ZF and GAM en route to direct L-H
transitions, with favorable plasmas not even exciting any
measurable GAM in C-Mod. Thus GAMs do not appear to
be necessary for producing theH mode, which instead relies
on the ZF drive.
However, the competition delineated in Ref. [26] should
not be discounted in the I mode. While the ZF drive
in the I mode shows a steady increase, it is impossible to
differentiate between a continued linear trend and one
which is somewhat dampened by the presence of GAMs.
Observations of I-H transitions triggered by a partial loss of
heating, and subsequent cooling in the edge, are consistent
with the GAM-ZF competition, as GAM damping is more
sensitive to this change: in the absence of GAM, zonal
flows remain the prime mesoscale feature to be driven by
turbulence, and can thus lead to the H mode the same way
as in an L-H transition.
One further piece of evidence for this competition is
the 2D structure of Tvðf1; fÞ in Fig. 5, which highlights
the spectral components that contribute to the ZF drive. The
clearest contrast can be found between a favorable dis-
charge with heating just below the L-H threshold and an
unfavorable one below the I mode. While all resolvable
frequencies participate in driving the ZF in the favorable
case, shown as the positive (red) band at the target
frequency f of ZF, there are two gaps in the equivalent
band in the unfavorable case at the frequency where the
GAM is about to appear. This indicates that although
GAMs are not yet driven enough to be observable, the ZF
receives no power from the scale dominated by GAMs.
In summary, this Letter reported the first systematic
measurement of turbulence nonlinearity on a diverted
tokamak with reactor relevant magnetic fields, and the
first such scan up to the H mode. The nonlinear drive rates
of zonal flows are found to be mostly linear as a function of
Pnet. This is the first time that the well-known geometric
asymmetry of the L-H power threshold has been
quantitatively assessed in terms of the aforementioned
nonlinearity and found to correspond well to the expect-
ations regarding the threshold. The H-mode threshold is
shown to depend only on the ZF component, with GAM
not appearing to be important on the way to the H-mode
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transition. However, GAM do appear quite important for
the I mode. The L-I transition occurs at heating powers
below the unfavorableH-mode threshold. However, the net
heating power needed for appreciable nonlinear GAM drive
in the unfavorable geometry is higher than the favorable
threshold. The I mode has always been observed with both
WCM and GAM activity, with a clear coupling between the
two. Thus, it should come as no surprise that the I mode is
difficult to access in the favorable geometry. All this
evidence points to the I mode being available in the
window which the ZF drive, and the thus H mode, leaves
for access. The I mode exists in the gap where the plasma is
hot but cannot yet transition into an H mode for lack of ZF
support. It still remains to study the fine time scale of the
I-H transition analogously to that of the L-H transition, as
the measurements reported here represent only a clue to the
same physics being important in the two situations.
Furthermore, it still remains to understand why nonlinear
transfer from turbulence to ZF is stronger in the favorable
configuration than it is in the unfavorable one. This is
perhaps due to neoclassical effects which cause stronger
equilibrium shears in one case than the other. The new
results are an important step on the road to developing a
comprehensive model of phase transitions in plasma
turbulence.
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